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The DMM bound:multivariate (aggregate) separation boundsIoannis Z. Emiris� Bernard Mourrainy Elias P. TsigaridaszJune 9, 2009
AbstractIn this paper we present aggregate separation bounds for polynomials systems. We allthe bounds Davenport-Mahler-Mignotte (DMM), and we prove that in most of the ases arelose to optimal. The bounds are output-sensitive in the sense that they depend on themixed volume of the tested systems. As a onsequene, we improve the gap theorem [11℄ ofCanny by a fator of dn�1, where d is a bound on the degree of the polynomials, and n istheir number.We apply our bounds on the problem of omputing the eigenvalues and eigenvetors ofan integer matrix, and we improve the bound of [4℄ on the minimum of value of a positivepolynomial over the standard simplex. We also apply our bounds to �nd a lower boundon the number of steps that a subdivision-based algorithm for polynomial system solvingshould perform, we provide for the �rst time the omplexity of Milne's algorithm in the 2Dase.
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1 IntroductionOne of the great hallenges in algebrai algorithms is to understand in depth the theoretial andpratial omplexity of the algorithms based on exat arithmeti and to ompare them with theones from numerial analysis. The goal is not to ompete with numerial algorithms, that relyon numerial, and probably unstable, omputations but rather to ontribute to a hybrid ap-proah that will rely both on exat and approximate omputations, namely symboli-numeriomputation. This approah will provide solid mathematial and algorithmi foundations, andeÆient implementations for exat manipulation of general objets. The interplay betweenalgebrai algorithms and appliations is a fasinating researh domain with many researh hal-lenges.The aim is to provide a solid theoretial bakground, as well as eÆient and robust imple-mentations for algebrai algorithms that outperform the purely numerial ones and an treat alldegenerate ases without exeptions. To design new algorithms that an support parallel om-putations, massive data sets, and the reent developments in GPU programming. There is anemerging need to use e�etive tools from algebrai algorithms, under the onept of symboli-numeri omputation, to takle emerging problems that appear in non-linear omputationalgeometry, in geometri modeling and omputer aided design, in omputational topology, invisibility omputations in two and three dimensions, in robotis, in signal proessing, in geo-graphial information systems, just to mention few of the appliations.Computing the roots, real and omplex, in some representation, of systems of multivari-ate polynomials is one of the entral problems in both symboli and numeri omputation.The omplexity analysis of exat algorithms for solving polynomials systems that are basedon projetion-like tehniques, like resultant omputations, rational univariate representation,Gr�obner and normal form omputations, depends on the so-alled separation bounds. More-over, both the analysis, as well as the atual running times of iterative algorithms that are basedon subdivision tehniques and/or re�nements, relies on a good estimation of these bounds. Forpolynomial systems these bounds represent the minimum distane between two, possible om-plex roots, of the system under study. The Exat Geometri Computation (EGC) paradigm[43, 45℄, for example, exploits suh bounds for e�etive and aurate omputations. A famousresult on separation bounds is the \Gap theorem" by Canny [11℄ stated more than twenty yearsago, see also [42℄ for a slightly more generi result. A lower bound on the absolute value of theoordinates of the roots is omputed in [7℄, where the only assumption on the system is thatthere is a zero dimensional projetion. The upper and lower bounds that we present in Prop. 5are similar to the ones in [7℄, but they are an improvement when they are expressed using mixedvolumes. Construtive root bounds are also in this diretion for example [8, 9℄ or [37℄, wherethe separation bounds are omputed using information from the expression at hand. From thenumerial point of view, let us mention the work of Dedieu [16℄, that onnets the separationbound with the ondition number.Besides their obvious theoretial interest, separations bounds are of partiular interest innon-linear omputational geometry; a researh domain that relies heavily on very demandingalgebrai operations. Let us mention the omputation of the Voronoi diagram of ellipses [23℄and onvex smooth pseudo-irles [24℄, the arrangement of oni setions in the plane [22℄; andalso algorithms that exploit re�nements and subdivision tehniques to ompute the topologyof a real plane [1, 2, 10, 13, 19, 25, 27, 28, 44℄, of a spae urve [27℄, or topology and meshingof surfaes [5, 6℄. The theoretial analysis of these algorithms, see for example [13, 17, 23, 25℄,3



depends on separation bounds. A theoretial improvement of the separation bounds will a�eta great number of algorithms in omputational geometry.
Our ContributionIn this paper we onsider the problem of omputing bounds for the worst ase separationbounds, that is the minimum distane, between the (omplex) roots of a polynomial system,bounds for the produt of (absolute) di�erenes of roots, as well as upper and lower boundson the oordinates. The bounds are omputed as a funtion of the number of variables, themixed volume of the system and the maximum norm of the polynomials. We treat only thease where the system is 0-dimensional, even though our tehniques ould be extended topositive-dimensional ases, using the tori harateristi polynomial [14℄.Davenport [15℄ was the �rst that introdued aggregate separation bounds for the real rootsof univariate polynomials, whih depend on Mahler's measure, e.g.[29℄. Mignotte [30, 31℄ loosenthe hypothesis of the bounds and extend them to also hold for the omplex roots. We extendthe aggregation separation bound from a univariate polynomial to (zero dimensional) systemsof polynomials (Th. 4) and we all this bound DMMn, whih stands for Davenport-Mahler-Mignotte bound. We also present an improved version of Canny's Gap theorem [11℄ (Prop. 5),whih provides better upper/lower bounds and the separation bounds for polynomials systems.Our bounds are lose to optimal (Se. 3.4).We illustrate our bounds on omputing the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of an integer matrix(Se. 4.1), and on the problem of estimating the minimum of a positive polynomials over thestandard simplex (Se. 4.2). Moreover, we ompute a bound on the number of steps that anysubdivision-based algorithm needs to perform in order to isolate the real roots of a polynomialsystem (Th. 11) inside a box. We use the latter bound to estimate the omplexity of Milne'salgorithm [32℄ in 2D.The rest of the paper is strutured as follows. Next, we introdue some notation, and Se. 4presents the univariate (Se. 2.1) and the multivariate version (Th. 4 and Prop. 5 in Se. 2.2)of the DMM bound. Se. 3 is devoted to the proofs of Th. 4 and Prop. 5, as well as in proving theoptimality of the proposed bounds Se. 3.4. The two appliations of the bounds are presentedin Se. 4, that is the eigenvalue and eigenvetor problem Se. 4.1, and the positive polynomialSe. 4.2. Se. 5 is devoted to subdivision algorithms We onlude in Se. 6 with a summary ofour results and future work.
NotationIn what follows O, resp. OB , means bit, resp. arithmeti, omplexity and the eOB , resp. eO,notation means that we are ignoring logarithmi fators. For a polynomial f 2 ZZ[x1; : : : ; xn℄,where n � 1, deg(f) denotes its total degree, while degxi(f) denotes its degree w.r.t. xi.By L (f) we denote the bitsize of the oeÆients of f (inluding a bit for the sign). Fora 2 (Q, L (a) � 1 is the maximum bitsize of the numerator and the denominator. Let M (� )denote the bit omplexity of multiplying two integers of size � , and M (d; � ) the omplexity ofmultiplying two univariate polynomials of degrees � d and oeÆient bitsize � � . Using FFT,
M (� ) = eOB(� ), and M (d; � ) = eOB(d� ). To simplify notation, we will assume throughout thepaper that for any polynomial it holds log(dg(f)) = O(L (f)).4



Let sep(f), respetively sep(�), denote the separation bound, that is the minimum distanebetween two, possible omplex, roots of the polynomial f , respetively polynomial system (�).
2 The DMM bound

2.1 The univariate caseConsider a real univariate polynomial A, not neessarily square-free, of degree d and its omplexroots j in asending magnitude, where j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; dg. The next theorem [41℄, onernsa bound on the produt of di�erenes of the form ji � j j, where i; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; dg. Itslightly generalizes a theorem of Mignotte [29℄, whih in turn generalizes a theorem due toDavenport [15℄, see also [18, 26℄. For this, and beause Mahler's measure is used, we all thebound Davenport-Mahler-Mignotte in dimension one, or DMM1 for short, where the subsriptdenotes the dimension,
Theorem 1 (DMM1). Let A 2 (C[X℄, with deg(A) = d and not neessarily square-free. Let 
be any set of ` ouples of indies (i; j) suh that 1 � i < j � d and let the non-zero (omplex)roots of A be 0 < j1j � j2j � � � � � jdj. Then2`M(A)` � Y(i;j)2
 ji � j j � 2`� d(d�1)2 M(A)1�d�`qjdisc(Ared)j;where Ared is the square-free part of A. If A 2 ZZ[x℄, ` � d and L (A) = � , thendd=2 22d� � d`=2 22`� � Y(i;j)2
 ji � j j � d�d 2�d2�3�(`+d) � d�d 2�d2�6d� :For the seond inequality of the theorem we used the fat that M (A) � kAk2 � (d + 1) 12 2� ,e.g. [3, 29, 31, 42℄. Notie also that in the �rst inequality we an replae M (A) with kAk2.A similar theorem but with more strit hypotheses on the roots �rst appeared in [15℄ andthe onditions were generalized in [18℄; namely in order for the bound [15, 18℄ to hold the sets ofindies i and j should be rearranged suh that they form an ayli graph where eah node hasout-degree at most one. The bound of Th. 1 has an additional fator of 2d2 w.r.t. [15, 18℄, whihplays no role when the polynomials is not square-free or when d = O(� ). The urrent versionof the theorem has very loose hypothesis and it ould be used for non-square free polynomials,as well. This feature ould be used to slightly simplify the proofs for the number of steps ofsubdivision-based solvers for univariate real root isolation. Nevertheless, it is possible that amore involved and tehnial proof, based on the tehnique in [30℄, may eliminate this fator.Roughly speaking, DMM1 provides a bound on all the minimum distanes between the rootsof a polynomials. We an estimate that this quantity is almost equal to the separation bound,that is the minimum distane between two roots of a polynomial. The interpretation of this is,that not all roots of a polynomial an be very lose together, or quoting James H. Davenport,\not all [the distanes between the roots℄ ould be bad".
2.2 The multivariate caseOur purpose is to generalize the bound of the previous setion to any dimension, that is tobound the produt of di�erenes of roots of zero dimensional polynomial systems.5



Let n be the number of variables. We use the notation xe to denote the monomial (orthe power produt) xe11 xe22 � � � xenn , where e = (e1; e2; : : : ; en) 2 ZZn is an exponent vetor,or equivalently, an integer lattie point, and n 2 ZZn>1. Our input is n Laurent polynomialsf1; f2; : : : ; fn 2 K[x1; x�11 ; : : : ; xn; x�1n ℄ = K[x;x�1℄. Sine we an multiply Laurent polynomialsby monomials without a�eting their zeros, it is without loss of generality to assume that thereare no negative exponents. The degree of the xe is e1+e2+ � � �+en, and the total degree of theoriginal Laurent polynomial is the highest degree of any nonzero term in the new expression.Let Ai = supp(fi) = fai1; : : : ; ai;mig � ZZn denote the set of ardinality mi of exponentsvetors orresponding to monomials in fi with non zero oeÆients. We all this set the supportof fi, and fi = miXj=1 i;jxai;j ; 1 � i � n; (1)and thus Ai is uniquely de�ned, given fi. The Newton polytope Qi � IRn is the onvex hull ofthe support Ai. We onsider the following polynomial systemf1(x) = f2(x) = � � � = fn(x) = 0; (2)whih we assume that it is zero dimensional, and we will also denote it by (�). We are interestedfor the (omplex) roots of the system in ( (C�)n, whih are alled tori.
Definition 2. Given onvex polytopes Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn � IRn, there is a unique, up to amultipliation by a salar, real-valued funtion MV(Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn), alled mixed volume ofQ1; Q2; : : : ; Qn, whih is multi-linear with respet to Minkowski addition and salar multipli-ation.
Theorem 3. For polynomials f1; : : : fn 2 K[x;x�1℄ with Newton polytopes Q1; : : : ; Qn � IRn,the number of ommon isolated solutions in ( (C�)n, multipliities ounted, does not exeed
MV(Q1; : : : ; Qn), independently of the dimension of orresponding variety.We use the notation Mi = MV(Q1; : : : ; Qi�1; Qi+1; : : : ; Qn). LetD be the number of omplexroots of the system (2). It holds that D � M0 = MV(Q1; : : : ; Qn). We also use the followingabbreviations, B = (n� 1) �D2 �, and C = Qni=1 kfikMi1 , to simplify the formulae that follow.
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Theorem 4 (DMMn). Consider the zero dimensional polynomial system (�) in (2). Let D bethe number of omplex solutions of the system in ( (C�)n, whih are 0 < j1j � j2j � � � � � jDj.Let 
 be any set of ` ouples of indies (i; j) suh that 1 � i < j � D. Then the following holds2` nYi=1 kfikMi `1 � Y(i;j)2
 ji � j j � 2�`�(D�1)(D+2)=2 C1�D�`B�(n�1)(D2+D(`�1)+`)qjdisc(Ured)j;where Ured orresponds to the square-free part of the u�resultant of the system, and disc(Ured)to its disriminant.In the ase were fi 2 ZZ[x℄ and L (fi) = � , the following proposition presents a simpli�edbound for DMMn, as well as an inequality for the separation bound, and an improvement ofthe \gap theorem" of Canny [11℄. We use the inequalities D � dn, Pni=1 Mi � ndn�1, andB � nD2 � nd2n. Moreover, we observe that C < 2n�D, and that if D = dn, then C �2�Pni=1 Mi � 2n�dn�1 .
Proposition 5 (DMMn and Improved Gap theorem). Consider the zero dimensional poly-nomial system (�) in (2), where fi 2 ZZ[x℄ and L (fi) = � , for 1 � i � n, and j;k stands for thek-th oordinate, 1 � k � n, of the j-th, 1 � j � D, omplex solution of the system, 1 � ` � D,and 
 is as in Th. 4. Then it holds2�n�D � 1=C � jj;kj � C � 2n�D; (3)

sep(�) � 2(1�D)(D+2)=2 (D + 1)�D=2 C�D � 2�2n�D2 D�D; (4)2n�D2+D � (2C)D � Y(i;j)2
 ji � j j � 2�3n�D2 (nD)�nD2 : (5)In the ase where D = dn, then2�n�dn�1 � jj;kj � 2n�dn�1 ; (6)
sep(�) � 2�2d2n�n�d2n�1�1 d�ndn=2 (7)2dn+n�d2n�1 � Y(i;j)2
 ji � j j � 2�2n�d2n�1�d2n=2 n�nd2n=2 d�n2d2n : (8)The proof of the right inequality of Th. 4 is presented in Se. 3.1, while the proof of the leftis in Se. 3.2. The proofs of the lower and upper bounds on the roots and the separation boundof Prop. 5 are presented in Se. 3.3.We an drop the assumption that (�) is zero-dimensional, and let D orrespond to thenumber of isolated (omplex) solutions of (2). For this we an use the generalized harateristipolynomial [12℄, and/or the tori generalized harateristi polynomial [14℄. We postpone thisexposition for a future ommuniation.
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3 Proof of the main theorem

3.1 Proof of the lower boundLet i = (i;1; i;2; : : : ; i;n) 2 ( (C�)n, where 1 � i � D, be the omplex solutions of (�) de�nedin Eq. (1), We also denote the set of solutions as V � ( (C�)n. We insert an additional equationin (�), thus obtaining the following over-onstrained systemf0(x) = f1(x) = � � � = fn(x) = 0; (9)whih will also all (�0), and f0 is the polynomialf0 = u+ r1x1 + r2x2 + � � � + rnxn; (10)where r1; : : : ; rn are integers to be de�ned in the sequel and u is a new parameter. We willompute the resultant of the new system. The (new) variable u takes the value �Pi ri j;i, ona solution j = (j;1; : : : ; j;n) of (�). We hoose the oeÆients of f0 in suh a way, so that toensure that the funtion f0 : V ! ( (C�)n 7! f0() :is injetive. The following proposition, e.g. [3, 20, 21, 39℄, allows us to hoose the so-alledseparating element, that ensures the injetivity property of f0.
Proposition 6. Let V � (Cn with ardinality D. The �nite set of linear forms(x1 + i x2 + � � �+ in�1 xn ����� 0 � i � B = (n� 1) D2!)ontains at least one element that takes distint values on the elements of V . We all this formseparating element.The previous proposition allows us to bound the oeÆients of f0.
Corollary 7. For f0 2 V it holds that kf0k1 � Bn�1, and kf0k1 � kf0k2 � 2Bn�1 =2(n� 1)n�1 �D2 �n�1.
Proof: Reall that B = (n � 1) �D2 �. The �rst inequality is evident from the de�nition of thein�nite norm. For the seond inequality, we havekf0k1 � kf0k2 � p1 +B2 +B4 + � � �+ (B2)n�1� qB2n�1B2�1 � q B2n�21�1=B2 � p4B2n�2 = 2Bn�1: �We onsider the resultant of (�0) to eliminate the variables x. The resultant is a univariatepolynomial with respet to u, the oeÆients of whih are homogeneous polynomials in theoeÆients of the polynomials of the system, e.g. [35℄. This resultant is alled u�resultant. Tobe more spei� the resultant is of the formU(u) = � � �+ ukrD�kk cM11;kcM22;k � � � cMnn;k + : : : ;8



where c
Mjj;k denotes a monomial in oeÆients of the polynomial fj that has total degree Mj.Similarly, rk is a monomial in the oeÆients of f0 of total degree D � k.The degree of U , with respet to u is D. It holds that���cM11;k cM22;k : : : cMnn;k��� � C = nYi=1 kfikMi1 ; (11)From Cor. 7 we have that jrkj � kf0k1 � Bn�1, for all k. Now we have all the ingredientsto bound the 2-norm of U . We proeed as followskUk22 � DPk=0 ���rD�kk cM11;kcM22;k : : : cMnn;k���2� DPk=0 ���C (Bn�1)D�k���2� C2 DPk=0 (B2n�2)D�k� C2 DPk=0 (B2n�2)k� C2 (B2n�2)D+1�1B2n�2�1� C2 4 (B2n�2)D� 4C2B2(n�1)D;and so kUk1 � kUk2 � 2C B(n�1)D � 2 (n � 1)(n�1)D  D2!(n�1)D nYi=1 kfikMi1 :For a similar result onerning the height of the resultant, we refer the reader to [40℄.If uj are the distint roots of U , then by realling the previous disussion about the injetivenature of f0, we dedue that uj = �Pni=1 ri j;i. Atually the u�resultant is even strongeronept, sine the multipliities of the roots of U orrespond to the multipliities of the solutionsof the system, but we will not exploit this feature further.We need the following lemma.

Lemma 8 (Cauchy-Bunyakovsky-Schwartz). Let a1; a2; : : : ; an 2 (C and b1; b2; : : : ; bn 2 (C.Then, j�a1 b1 + � � �+ �an bnj2 � �ja1j2 + � � � + janj2��jb1j2 + � � �+ jbnj2� ;where �ai denotes the omplex onjugate of ai, and 1 � i;� n. Equality holds if, for all i, ai = 0or if there is a salar � suh that bi = �ai.Consider two distint solutions, i and j , of (�), and let ui and uj be the orrespondingroots of U . Using Lem. 8 we getjr1(i;1 � j;1) + � � �+ rn(i;n � j;n)j2 � �r21 + � � �+ r2n�2 �ji;1 � j;1j2 + � � �+ ji;n � j;nj2� ,jPnk=1 rk i;k �Pnk=1 rk j;kj2 � Pnk=1 r2k �Pnk=1 ji;k � j;kj2 ,jui � uj j2 � �Pnk=1 r2k� � ji � j j2;and thus ji � j j �  nXk=1 r2k!�1=2 jui � uj j :9



To prove the lower bound of Th. 4, we should apply the previous inequality for all the pairsin the set 
, where j
j = `. Doing so, we getY(i;j)2
 ji � j j �  nXk=1 r2k!� 12 ` Y(i;j)2
 jui � uj j: (12)It remains to bound the two fators of the right hand-side of the previous inequality. Tobound the �rst fator we use Cor. 7. It holdsnXk=1 r2k � 1 + nXk=1 r2k � kf0k22 � 4B2n�2; (13)and so  nXk=1 r2k!� 12 ` � 2�`B(1�n)`: (14)For the seond fator of (12) we apply DMM1 to U ; and thusQ(i;j)2
 jui � uj j � 2`�D(D�1)=2 kUk1�D�`2 p
disc(Ured)� 2(1�D)(D+2)=2 �C B(n�1)D�1�D�` pdisc(jUredj): (15)Combining (12) with (14) and (15), we haveY(i;j)2
 ji � j j � 2�`�(D�1)(D+2)=2 C1�D�`B�(n�1)(D2+D(`�1)+`)qdisc(Ured);and the proof of the lower bound is ompleted.In the ase where the polynomials are in ZZ[x℄, then it holds that the absolute value of thedisriminant of a square-free polynomial is � 1, and we an omit it from the inequality. Ifthe polynomials are in (Q[x℄ the bounds are almost the same, sine they depend on Mahler'smeasure.

3.2 Proof of the upper boundWe will prove the upper bound of Th. 4, using a tehnique from polynomial system solving,whih is alled hiding a variable, see for example [21℄. The idea is to onsider the squaresystem (�), see Eq. (2, as an over-onstrained system of n polynomials in n� 1 variables. Weonsider polynomials fi 2 ZZ[xt℄[x1; : : : ; xt�1; xt+1; : : : xn℄, for some t 2 f1; : : : ; ng. As beforeD � M0 = MV(Q1; : : : ; Qn), and let j = (j;1; : : : ; j;n) be all the omplex solutions of (2),where 1 � j � D.Let x = xt and let R(x) 2 ZZ[x℄ denote the univariate polynomial, the roots of whih arethe k�th oordinates of the isolated zeros of the system, viz. k;i, where 1 � i � D. Thatis R is the resultant of the system, that eliminates all the variables, exept xk. The degreeof R is bounded by D. Moreover, it is separately homogeneous in the oeÆients of eah fiand its degree in these oeÆients equals Mi [35℄. Thus, the oeÆient of R are of the form
cM11 cM22 : : : cMnn , with the same interpretation as in the previous setion. From (11) we deduethat kRk1 � C = nYi=1 kfikMi1 ;10



and so kRk1 � kRk2 � pD + 1C:From Cauhy's bound for the roots of univariate polynomials e.g. [29℄, we know that for allthe roots of R is holds that 1=C � 1=kRk1 � jk;ij � kRk1 � C. The inequality holds for allthe indies k and i. Hene, all the roots of the system in ( (C�)n are ontained in annulus in (Cn,de�ned as the di�erene of the volumes of two spheres entered at the origin, with radii C and1=C, respetively.Now we are ready to prove the upper bound of Th. 4. For all a; b 2 (C it holds thatja� bj � 2max fjaj; jbjg : (16)Consider the multiset 
 = fj j (i; j) 2 
g, where ���
��� = `, thenY(i;j)2
 ji � j j � 2` Yj2
 jj j � 2`C` � 2` nYi=1 kfikMi `1 :
3.3 Additional inequalitiesOne of the �rst multivariate separation bounds was due to Canny, whih is the following.
Theorem 9 (Gap theorem). [11℄ Let P(d; ) be the lass of polynomials of degree d andoeÆient magnitude . Let f1(x1; : : : ; xn); : : : fn(x1; : : : ; xn) 2 P(d; ) be a olletion of npolynomials in n variables whih has only �nitely-many solutions. If j = (j;1; : : : j;n) is asolution of the system, then for any k either j;k = 0 or jj;kj > (3d)�ndn .To improve the previous theorem, we apply bounds on R, the resultant of (�) used in theprevious setion, see Eq. (2). We assume that the polynomials of the system are in ZZ[x℄. Wealso use the inequalities D � dn, Pi Mi � ndn�1, and B � nD2 � nd2n. Moreover, we observethat C < 2n�D, and that if D = dn, then C � 2�Pi Mi � 2n�dn�1 .Reall, that we obtained R by eliminating all variables but xj , and that the roots of R arethe k-th oordinates of the solutions. By applying the standard Cauhy bound for univariatepolynomials, for example [31℄, we get that the absolute value of the non-zero roots of R, andthus the absolute value of the k-th oordinates of the solutions of (�), is bigger 1=kRk1 � 1=C,and smaller than kRk1 � C; whih proves (3).Atually the inequality of Eq. (3) improves the famous Gap theorem of Canny [11℄ by afator of 2d. If the total degree of all the polynomials is bounded by d and the oeÆients arebounded by 2� then Canny's theorem states that either j;k = 0 or jj;kj > (3d)�ndn 2�n�dn .Observing that Pi Mi = ndn�1 (3) indues the inequality j;k > 2n�dn�1 . A similar bound fornot neessarily zero dimensional systems, but without using mixed volumes appeared in [7℄.For proving (4), let (i; j) be the pair of indies where the separation bound of (�) is attained.Then

sep(�) = ji � j j =vuut nXk=1 (i;k � j;k)2 � ji;k � j;kj � sep(R);where k is any index suh that i;k 6= j;k and sep(R) is the separation bound of R. An easybound on the latter ould be derived by applying DMM1 (Th. 1) to R with ` = 1, that is
sep(R) � 21�(D2) kRk�D2 � 2(1�D)(D+2)=2 (D+1)�D=2 C�D � 2(1�D)(D+2)=2 (D+1)�D=2 nYi=1 kfik�DMi1 ;11



whih ompletes the proof of (4).
Remark 10. It is tempting to try to prove the lower bound of Th. 4 by applying DMM1 to R,instead of U , as we did in the previous setion. Doing so, will allow us to eliminate the fatorB�(n�1)(D2+`(D+1)�D) from the result.However, if we apply DMM1 to R is not obvious at all that the requirements of Th. 1 areful�lled, i.e. the ordering of (the oordinates of) the roots is preserved. This is why we hoosethe u�resultant approah. Moreover, the bounds on u�resultant are of independent interest,sine many algorithms, e.g. [3, 21, 39℄, for system solving depending on them.
3.4 Optimality of the resultWe onsider the following system, whih is due to Canny [11℄.Lx21 = x1xj = xdj�1 1 � j � nThe root of the system are xj = � 1L�dj�1, for L � 1. The improved version of Gap theorem(Prop. 5) states that xj � 2�ndn�1 lgL, whih is o� only by a fator of 2n.We onjeture that the following system ahieves the separation bound.x1 �xd1 � 2(Lx1 � 1)2� = 0xj �xdj � 2(xj�1xj � 1)2� = 0 1 � j � n
4 Some applicationsWe illustrate the bounds of Prop. 5 in two appliations. The �rst one onerns omputations ofeigenvalues and eigenvetors of a matrix, ans is a standard example for exploiting the superiorityof mixed volumes against the B�ezout bound. The seond appliation is about lower bounds ofpositive multivariate polynomials, and it is inspired from [4℄.
4.1 Eigenvalues and eigenvectorsConsider A to be a n � n integer matrix, the elements of whih are � 2� . We are interestedin omputing the eigenvalues of A, say �, and its eigenvetors, say v = (v1; : : : ; vn)>. Theproblem an be redued to solving a polynomial system, with n equations of the form fj =Pnj=1 ai;jvj � �vi, where 1 � i � n and 1 � j � n, and the equation fn+1 = Pni=1 v2i � 1. Theunknowns of the system are v1; : : : ; vn and �. That is, we obtain a well onstrained polynomialsystem with n+1 polynomials and n+1 unknowns. It holds that kfjk1 � 2� , and kfn+1k1 � 2.The degree of eah equation is 2, thus the B�ezout bound for the system is 2n+1, whih is abig overestimation. The atual number of (omplex) solutions is 2n, and this is also the mixedvolume of the system, e.g. [21℄.Using the Gap theorem (Th. 9), we estimate the absolute value of the non-zero eigenvalues,and the non-zero elements of the eigenvetors, is > (6 � 2� )�(n+1)2n . Thus, in the worst ase, weneed at least O(n � 2n) bits to ompute them.12



It holds that MVj = 2n, where 1 � j � n, and MVn+1 = n. ThusC = nYj=1 kfjkMVj1 kfn+1kMVn+11 � 2�Pnj=1 MVj 2n = 22n2�+n:Using the improved version of Gap theorem, see Eq. (6), we estimate that absolute value of thenon-zero eigenvalues is > 1=C > 2�2n2��n.Moreover, using Eq. (7), we dedue that the separation bound of the system is� 2�4n3��2n n�2n,thus the number of bits that we need in order to ompute the eigenvalues/eigenvetors iseOB(n3� ). The previous arguments and bound, is an alternative proof to Bareiss, e.g.[3℄, thatthe problem of omputing the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of a integer matrix an be solved inpolynomial time; sine a polynomial number of bits is needed.
4.2 Positive multivariate polynomialsWe onsider the following problem, studied in [4℄. Let P 2 ZZ[x1; : : : ; xn℄ be a multivariatepolynomial of degree d taking only positive values on the n�dimensional simplexS = (x 2 IRn� 0 ����� nXi=1 xi � 1) :We are interested in omputing a bound on its minimum value. We may assume that theminimum is attained inside the simplex, sine we an always assure that by a transformationthat slightly hanges the bitsize of P . See [4℄ for details. Let � be an upper bound on thebitsize of the oeÆients of P . Writingm = minS P > 0;we onsider the problem of �nding an expliit bound mn;d;� , depending only on n, d and � ,suh that 0 < mm;d;� < m.Under a non-degeneray assumption on the following polynomial system( P (x1; : : : ; xn) =m�P�x1 (x1; : : : ; xn) = � � � = �P�xn (x1; : : : ; xn) = 0 :Let Pi = �P�xi , 1 � i � n, and P0 = P . It holds that kPik1 � dkP0k1 � d 2� , thusC < nYi=0 kPikMi1 � nYi=0 (d 2� )dn � d(n+1)dn 2(n+1)�dn :If we apply (6) we get m > 1C � d�(n+1)dn 2�(n+1)�dn :In [4, Se. 2, Rem. 2.17℄, the following estimation was omputed1mn;d;� � (2� )2n+3dn+1n 22n+6dn+2n2n2n+5dn+2nd2n+5dn+1n2 :Out bound is better by at least a fator of2d22n+6dn+2n2n2n+5dn+2n:13



5 Subdivision algorithmsWe will use the DMMn, Th. 4 and Eq. (5) & (8), to ompute the number of steps that a subdivisionalgorithm performs to isolate the real roots of a well-de�ned polynomial system. We assumethe existene of an orale that outputs the number of real roots inside a box in (Qn.As an appliation we ompute the omplexity of the subdivision algorithm based on Milne'svolume funtion [32℄ in 2D. Our analysis an easily be extended to dimension n, however it is notlear what is the exat bit omplexity of the elimination steps needed. This is of independentinterest, and we omit this disussion for a future ommuniation.
5.1 The number of subdivision stepsSuppose that we want ompute isolating (hyper-)boxes for the real roots of a system of polyno-mial equations as the one formed by the polynomials in (1). In our disposal we have an oralethat, given a box, returns the number of real roots of the system in it. Our aim is to omputethe number of alls to the orale that are needed in order to ompute isolating boxes for all thereal roots of a system. A realization of the orale an be onsidered using the results of [32℄ or[34, 36℄, see also [3℄.Suppose that initially all the roots of the system are ontained in a hyperube of side C,see Prop. 5. At the h step of the subdivision algorithm, we have to all the orale to ount thenumber of real roots of the system in hyperubes then that have sides equal to C=2h.We may onsider the whole proess of the subdivision algorithm as a 2n�ary tree, whereeah node holds a hyperube and the root of the tree holds the initial one. Eah leaf of the treeontains ontains a hyperube that isolates a real root of the system, and if there are at most Rreal roots, this is also the number of the leaves of the tree. The hyperubes that orrespond tothe leaves of the tree have diagonals that are at least �j = jj � j j, and the lengths of theiredges are at least jj;i � j ;ij, where 1 � i � n. It holds that�j = jj � j j � jj;i � j ;ij;for any index i. The number of nodes from a leaf to the root of the tree is llog C�j m.The number of subdivisions, #(T ), that the algorithm performs equals the number of nodesof the subdivision tree, whih is#(T ) = RXj=1&log C�j ' = R+R lgC � lg RYj=1�j : (17)It suÆes to bound the various quantities that appears in previous equation. From Prop. 5we get C � Qni=1 kfikMi1 , and so lgC �Pni=1 Mi lg kfik1. If the total degree of the polynomialsis bounded by d, and kfik1 � 2� , then lgC � n � dn�1.To bound QRj=1�j we use Th. 4 with ` = R. The hypotheses of the theorem, onerning theindies of the roots, are not ful�lled when symmetri produts our. In this ase, we fatorizequantity as QRi=1�i = QR1i=1�iQR2i=1�i, where R1 + R2 = R and the fators are suh that nosymmetri produts our.RYi=1�i = R1Yi=1�i R2YR=1�i � 2�R�(D�1)(D+2) C2�2D�RB�(n�1)(2D2+D(R+2)+R):14



If we take into aount that R � D, then� log RYi=1�i � 2D2 + 6nD2 lg nD2 + 3D nXi=1 Mi lg kfik1:Thus, for the number of subdivisions we have#(T ) � 2D2 +D + 6nD2 lgnD2 + 4DPni=1 Mi lg kfik1� 7nD2 lg nD2 + 4DPni=1 Mi lg kfik1= O(nD2 lgnD +DPni=1 Mi lg kfik1)In the worst ase, we have D � dn . If the total degree of the polynomials is bounded by d,and kfik1 � 2� , then the total number of steps beomes #(T ) = O(n2d2n lgnd+ n�d2n�1).We an now state the following theorem.
Theorem 11. Consider the polynomial system formed by the polynomials in (1). The num-ber of steps that a subdivision algorithm performs in order to ompute isolating boxes forall the real roots of the system is O(nD2 lg nD + DPni=1 Mi lg kfik1) or O(nD2 lgnD +DPni=1 Mi lg kfik1).
Remark 12. If we speialize n = 1 in the previous theorem, then we dedue that the numberof steps of subdivisions algorithms for real root isolation of univariate integer, not neessarilysquare-free, polynomials is O(d� + d2 lg d). The optimal bound is O(d2 + d� ) [15℄.
5.2 The complexity of Milne in 2DWe study the omplexity of Milne's algorithm [32℄ for isolating the real roots of a polynomialsystem in two variables. Milne's, so-alled, volume funtion, provides a realization of the oraleneeded by the subdivision algorithms.We will use the following results for the analysis.
Proposition 13. [17, 38℄ We an ompute SQ(f; g), any polynomial in SR(f; g), and Res(f; g)w.r.t. x in eOB(q(p + q)k+1d� ). The degree of SR(f; g) in y1; : : : ; yk is O(d(p + q)) and thebitsize is O((p+ q)� ).
Proposition 14. [17℄ We an evaluate SR(f; g) at x = a where a 2 (Q [ f1g and L (a) = �,in eOB(q(p+ q)k+1dmaxf�; �g).Let f; g 2 ZZ[x; y℄ with total degrees bounded by d and bitsize bounded by � . We areinterested in isolating the real roots of the polynomial system f(x; y) = g(x; y) = 0, whih weassume that is zero dimensional.We introdue new parameter u, a and b and we want to eliminate a and b from the followingset of polynomials ff(a; b); g(a; b); V = u+ (x� a)(y � b)g;where V is the volume funtion. After elimination a polynomial h 2 (ZZ[x; y℄)[u℄ is obtained.We onsider the evaluation of SR(h; hu) over 0, where hu is the derivative of h w.r.t. u. Nowonsider a box in the plane. We evaluate the sequene on eah vertex of the box, and we ountthe number of sign variations. The number of real roots of the system inside the box, is 14 thesum of the sign variations. We refer the reader to [32℄ for details.15



Let us now study the omplexity of the algorithm. We perform the elimination using iteratedresultants.Using Prop. 13 we an ompute h1 = Resa(f(a; b); V (u; x; y; a; b)) 2 ZZ[u; x; y; a; b℄ ineOB(d7� ). The total degree of h1 is O(d2) and L (h1) = eO(d� ). Similarly we obtain the polyno-mial h2 = Resa(g(a; b); V (u; x; y; a; b)) 2 ZZ[u; x; y; a; b℄. Finally, h = Resb(h1; h2) 2 ZZ[x; y; u℄an be omputed in eOB(d12� ). The degree of h with respet to u is O(d2) sine the resultantof h1 and h2 has always the fator udg(f(x;0))dg(g(x;0)) = ud2 . The degree of h with respet tox; y is eOB(d4) and L (h) = eO(d3� ).Next, we ompute the signed polynomial remainder sequene of h and hu and we evaluateit at 0. This osts eOB(d15� ). The evaluated sequene ontains O(d2) polynomials in ZZ[x; y℄ ofdegrees eOB(d6) and bitsize eOB(d5� ).Eah polynomial in the sequene an be evaluated over a rational number of bitsize � ineOB(d17(� + d�)), and thus all of them in eOB(d19(� + d�)). 1In the worst ase we have to perform evaluations over rational number with bitsize thatequals the separation bound, i.e. eO(d3� ). Hene, the evaluation of the sequene, in the worstase osts eOB(d23� ).Th. 11 indiates that the number of steps that we need to perform is O(d4 lg d+ d3� ).The overall ost of the algorithm is eOB(d27� + d26� 2).
Theorem 15. Let f; g 2 ZZ[x; y℄ with total degrees bounded by d and bitsize bounded by � .Using the algorithm of Milne [32℄, we an isolate the real roots of the system f = g = 0,eOB(d27� + d26� 2), or eOB(N28), where N = maxfd; �g.Amore involved analysis using bounds on mutli-point evaluation of multivariate polynomials[33℄ ould save at least two fator from the omplexity bound of the previous theorem.
6 Conclusion and Future workWe introdued the DMMn bound, whih is a an aggregate separation bound for the (omplex) rootsof a polynomial system, whih improves and extends the \Gap theorem" of Canny. We appliedthe bounds to two appliations, that is to the omputation of eigenvetors and eigenvalues, andto the estimation of the minimum of a positive polynomial over the standard simplex. We alsoused DMMn to bound the number of steps that a subdivision-based solver in dimension n > 1,and we omputed the omplexity of Milne's algorithm for solving polynomial systems in IR2.Even though DMMn is a big improvement and also has an expression with respet to themixed volume of the system, thus exploits sparsity, it still remains a worst-ase separationbound. The polynomial systems appear in pratie have a small number of real roots and alltheir roots, real and omplex, are well separated. Hene, DMMn is still a big overestimation. Itis quite hallenging to derive average ase version(s) of DMMn.1The the evaluation a bivariate polynomial of total degree n and bitsize L, over a rational number of bitsize�, osts eOB(n2(L + d�)). To see this onsider the polynomial univariate in x. Then its oeÆients, O(n), areunivariate polynomials in y. We evaluate eah of them in eOB(n(n� + L)), and all of them in eOB(n2(n� + L)).After these O(n) evaluations, we have a polynomial in x of degree O(n) and bitsize O(n�+L), to evaluate overa rational of bitsize �. This osts eOB(n(n� + L).
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